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OVERVIEW

Rangers from across the desert come

together at regional workshops and events

including IDA conferences to talk about

their priorities. 

A consistent message conveyed is the

need for more mentoring to support the

personal and professional development of

rangers. 

The Ranger Development Program is a

result of a real need driven from the

ground-up.

Ranger Development Program

The Ranger Development Program empowers rangers to be self-determining in their career

pathways. Over the past year the IDA has worked with ranger teams to pilot a co-designed

mentoring framework that supports the personal and professional development of rangers and

ranger teams.

Below are principles which have guided the IDA in co-design of the Ranger Development

Program.

Ground-up approach

This report captures outcomes from a three day Ranger Development workshop held in

Broome from the 20-22 October 2020.



Sharing and learning from other ranger teams

Learn from this and tell mob back home

How do we make ranger teams grow and keep

them strong

Confidence and more public speaking to help in

our role

To have more involvement with schools

Need more younger mob involved so they can

work their way up

To get rangers to think past Cert III in CLM

Grow small projects which could lead to small

businesses 

Thank you to Arnold Smith from Nyamba Buru Yawuru

who welcomed everyone to Yawuru country.

What rangers want out of the workshop

DAY 1
MENTORING &
SUPPORT

Welcome & Intro

Over the past year the IDA

has worked with rangers

and ranger teams to co-

design a framework which

helps rangers to grow or

develop. 

 

This diagram shows four

important ways to support

rangers including the need

for tailored training and skill

development

Co-designing the
framework



"As we do the project, we build the skills"

NGURRARA RANGERS

NGURRARA RANGERS
CASE STUDY

"As we do the project, we build the skills"

NGURRARA RANGERS

Local priority projects identified by Ngurrara rangers during a mentoring workshop

A breakdown of skills required for roles within the 
Indigenous Land Management sector

Ngurrara rangers teaching kids from Djugerari School



Ranger-led

What you want to do and working towards where you

want to go.

Team-based

Not just singling out one ranger but talking and

working together as a team.

Learn by doing

Learning new skills through having a go

and doing something. Leading projects that rangers

want to do.

At the pace of rangers

Able to change it up, be flexible and work alongside

rangers.

Having strong relationships

IDA coming out on country, sitting and listening.

Look after rangers' wellbeing first

Support from directors, community and family

Support to develop projects and ideas

Rangers willing to step-up

Good mindset, have fun and a laugh

Working together, supporting each other, team

work, share the load

Working 'two-ways' with school

Exchange with other ranger teams

IDA mentors on country

Be reliable and good at talking with mentors

Partnerships

Coordinator and management support

"This coordinating thing it’s a pretty hard thing to do.  You gotta have the senior support
behind you, you need the community behind you. We are doing this here for everyone, doing
it for all our people, we have to have their support. It’s not about one person being on top,
no; it’s about everyone coming along"

BRIOHNY JACKMAN

What makes the project work
in your ranger team?

What we've learnt

How do you know you have community
support?

Positive feedback when talking to community or

presenting to Steering Committee and directors

Other Traditional Owner groups ask us to come

and do things on their country

Local schools support us

Collaborate with other mob on projects

Learnings from the mentoring project have informed
the co-design of a Ranger Development Path



Sam's homework

Each team was asked to do a skit pretending to be

a mentor in their community dealing with a real

challenge that their ranger team could face.

Here are some great action photos. There's a copy

of the videos for ranger teams to access in the

online workshop folder.

DAY 2
PROJECTS
TWO-WAY SCIENCE & RANGER WELLBEING

Monitoring plants and animals

Working with scientists

School holiday and NAIDOC programs

Starting up junior rangers

Sandalwood harvesting

Theme based activities e.g. language, fire, seasons

Working with other stakeholders and schools

What have rangers been doing throughout the

year with schools?

There is a lot of great work being done by rangers with

local schools already!

Dave Broun from the Department of Education talked with

rangers about two-way science programs and the project he is

currently working on to implement two-way science in WA

schools.

Mentoring skits!

Two way science

Example - Linking Indigenous Ecological knowledge with the 

Australian school curriculum through two-way science

School curriculum - Year 1 - Living things have a variety of external features

Two-way learning - The watja has flower, leaves, roots and a tuber



Two-way science activities

Bush planner
This activity helped rangers to map out what the priorities are on country and linking that with what

the kids are learning in school through the curriculum.

Two-way Science teaching 
and learning cycle Resources

Next steps
- Dave is working on a project within the Department of Education to build two-way science programs across WA

schools.

- Dave wants to help support desert ranger teams to lead two-way science projects in their communities and is

keen to keep yarning about how we can work together to make that happen.

- Rangers to take bush planner and activity cards back to community and use them as resources when doing their

next school visit. Report back on how this went at the next workshop.



"You need that support behind you, otherwise your

mental health can really suffer"

JAMIE  TUCKER

Training 

- Knowing what to say to someone who isn't doing

well, where do you start, how to read the signs,

making sure you're ok.

- Do the training in community so it's not just rangers

who are learning these really important skills but the

whole community can learn

- Don't put all the responsibility on rangers - too

much!

Knowing where to send someone for help

- Glovebox guide or list of good places nearby that

you can send someone if they need help

Ranger wellbeing

What do we need?

What happens 
when you're

not feeling good?

How do you  know when 
you're feeling good?

How do you keep your ranger team
strong?

Respect each other

Working as one

Being equal and inclusive with everyone

Good communication, talking, don't bottle it up

Look out for and encourage each other

Team work makes the dream work



Clinton Scott-Knight from the Australian Indigenous

Leadership Centre (AILC) ran a half-day

Introduction to Leadership Course.

What is leadership?

Being a role model for others and setting standards

Speaking up, having a voice

Standing tall and proud

Guiding, supporting, mentoring and encouraging

others

Looking after people of different ages

Taking on responsibility

Being in charge (coordinating or management)

Showing the way, stepping up, influencing

Leading within your ranger team

Helping others step up

Learning from other ranger groups, connection

Confidence, know who you are

Creating a path for others to follow

DAY 3
LEADERSHIP TRAINING 

Introduction to Leadership course

Self awareness
Colour in to show how strong you are in 

the different areas



WHAT NOW?

"Rangers want to lead and run projects and

the mentoring project makes that possible"

NGURRARA RANGERS

Talk to partners about supporting the Ranger Development Program

Continue to work with ranger teams to develop local priority projects

Research training opportunities and a glovebox guide to support ranger wellbeing

Organise another Ranger Development Workshop in Feb or March 2021

Thank you for being part of the first IDA Ranger Development Workshop! 

Thank you to the National Indigenous 

Australians Agency (NIAA) for supporting 

the Ranger Mentoring Project

Next steps


